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Dear Editor 
 

Collecting, analyzing and using data related to Covid-19 
has become one of widely-debated research topics on this 
disease1,2. On the one hand, the use of social networks as 
a new method in identifying the prevalence of infectious 
diseases and predicting Covid-19 outbreaks has been 
proposed in various studies1-3. 

 the subset sciences “Big Data” in social networking. 
A web news mining-based automatic system can monitor, 
evaluate, and categorize news, which, in addition to 
managing news articles, could also be applied to the field 
of advisory systems4,5 

In a study titled a model called SIDARTHE, Giordano, 
G., et al. proposed that of the eight parameters susceptible 
(S), infected (I), diagnosed (D), ailing (A), recognized (R), 

threatened (T ), healed (H) and (E) extinct have been used 
to predict the course of coronavirus disease in Italy6. 

In another study, using data obtained from the 
Ministry of Health during the period March 2, 2020 to May 
15, 2020, two models are proposed to determine the end of 
the epidemic in Saudi Arabia using logistic growth and 
susceptible-infected-recovered7. 

In recent years, mathematical models are commonly 
used to predict the occurrence of the disease8,9. A 
mathematical model helps to predict a global or regional 
behavior of infection, or to draw an unreal world and 
change the protective laws of that future with very 
reasonable accuracy. One of the most common models 
used in epidemiology is the basic compartmental SIR 
model with Kermack and McKendrick, which is defined in a 
schematic view as follows10(Fig.1): 

 
Fig. 1: Simple SIR Model 
 

 
 
 

Susceptible (S): Indicates the number of talented 
individuals. When a susceptible and infected person enters 
an "infectious contact", the infection is transmitted to the 
susceptible person and enters from the S chamber to the 
infectious chamber (I).  
Infectious (I): Is the number of individuals infected, I's are 
people who are infected and are able to infect susceptible 
people. 

Recovered (R): The number of individuals who are 
discharged (safe from illness) or dead. These are 
individuals who have become infected or have recovered 
from the disease and entered the chamber or died (it is 
assumed that the death toll is negligible given the total 
population), the chamber may also be "recovered" or 
"resistant". 

As mentioned, in the SIR model individuals are 
divided into three groups: susceptible, infective and 
recovered. The functions S(t) and R(t) which indicate the 
behavior of the population in the time interval t (for 
example, t can indicate days) are defined by the following 
differential formulas: 

 
β (transfer rate): Is the average rate of infection 

transmission per time unit by making infected contact 
between an individual (I) and susceptible individual (in the 
S chamber). 

ϒ (recovery rate): ϒ is the rate of recovery; ϒ / I the 
average length of time during which an infected person 
carries the disease and remains infected. Thus S (t) * I (t) β 
is the sum of the infection rates; in other words, it is the 
fraction of the population that is infected per time unit t. 
The SIR model, also known as the SIR Basic, has other 
derivatives, as follows:  

SIS model11: Some infections, such as colds and flu, 
do not provide long-term immunity, so in such infections, 
after recovery from the infection, immunity is not 
established and people return to the S-chamber (Fig.2):

Fig. 2: SIS model 
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Fig.3: SIRD model 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 4: MSIR model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5: SEIR model 
 
 
 
 
 
1- SIRD model12: This model makes a special distinction 

between people who have survived the disease and 
are now immune and those who have died(Fig.3): 

2- MSIR model13: In many infections, such as measles, 
infants are not born in an S-chamber due to protection 
by maternal antibodies (passing through the placenta 
and also through the colostrum) and are immune to the 
disease in the first few months of life. It is called 
passive immunity. This immunity (maternal-derived 
immune system) is shown by the M-chamber in the 
model(Fig.4): 

3- The SEIR14 model: In many infections, the latency 
period is very important. In this period, people are 
infected but are not yet aware of their infection. In this 
period, the person is exposed to the E-chamber 
(exposed) (Fig.5): 

4- The SEIR15  model: The SEIS model is similar to the 
SEIR model, except that the patient has no immunity 
after recovery. 

5- In this study, the FAEMC-CD model, which has been 
shown to be effective in various studies1,2, was first 
used. The implementation of this model is summarized 
as follows: 

 Clear and merge data and extract vocabulary  

 Web and tweet crawling  

 Apply fuzzy rules and fuzzy classifiers 

Data visualization: The first step is related to clearing, 

merging and integrating data and vocabulary extraction, 
which includes the steps: Unify letters (convert all letters to 
lowercase letters), tokenize, find stems, remove Slopworks 
(pronouns, auxiliary verbs, etc.) and term filtering with the 
TF-IDF method.  
Evolving fuzzy rules were applied using the Fuzzy-Rule 
based Classification (FRBS) package16. The importance of 
the evolving fuzzy system in updating the terms extracted 
from the database is due to the possibility of adding new 
words or terms about diseases17; Finally, the visualized 
part of the proposed framework is used to monitor the 
moment of the outbreak of the disease, the speed of 
disease spread and take rapid and preventive measures to 
help decision-making centers in the field of health. 

In this study, a new plugin was designed for the 
FAEMC-CD model. This enables the model to retrieve 
numbers by the Rcrawler R4.018 software package from 
websites that report up-to-date statistics and information on 
coronavirus disease (like Worldometers, Johns Hopkins 
University website and the World Health Organization),  
predict epidemic trends and curves based on SIR, SEIR, 
SIRD, and SIS models and provide them to researchers on 
a daily basis or during specific time periods. An overview of 
this plugin is shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig.6.Framework of data collection and monitoring 

 
 
 

The RCrawler package is able to extract the contents 
of web pages and generate data that can be used directly 
in other applications. The main features of RCrawler 
include multi-threaded crawling, duplicate content 
identification and extraction, URL filtering and content type, 
website search depth control and robot.txt parser. Using 
code (1) in R, the contents of the main table available on 
the Worldometers website can be extracted along with all 
the following links of the countries in the table: 
Rcrawler(Website = 
'https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/', 

no_cores = 4, no_conn = 4, 
ExtractXpathPat="//*[@id=main_table_countries_today]" 
MaxDepth = 3) 

To determine the required Xpath from websites, to 
select the desired sections for extracting values, one might 
use different plugins. This study used the Xpath Generator 
plugin. Figure 7 shows the various Xpaths from the 
Worldometers website dated November 3, 2020, which 
show that the column for Total Cases has been selected 
and the corresponding Xpath has been retrieved. 

 
Fig.7: The various Xpaths from the Worldometers website dated November 3, 2020, 
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After extracting the desired Xpath and applying to the 
ExtractXpathPat code section (1), all pages and sub-pages 
related to the table were extracted and after the data 
clearance process, the parameters required to send to the 
SIR algorithm or its derivatives were extracted from pages 
and subpages. The contents of the Worldometer’s website, 
extracted by the RCrawler package, include 1865 Html 
pages (53MB). After deleting irrelevant pages, 1626 pages 
with a volume of 36.9 Mb were removed. 

Finally, based on the extracted parameters related to the 
data reported by Covid-19 in Iran on the Worldometers 
website and considering the parameters  
 R0=2، 
Duration of the latent period in days=7 days  
Duration of infectious period in days=14 days 
Number of days to Simulation=365 
The trend of Covid-19 epidemic in Iran was predicted 
based on the SEIR model in different scenarios (Fig. 8).

 
Fig.8: Predicting the Covid-19 epidemic trend based on the SEIR model by extracting data from the Worldometer’s website in three different 
scenarios, 
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Transmission probability - interventions that affect the 

likelihood of transmission of the virus between infected and 
susceptible individuals, like using a face mask and hand 
washing Social contacts: This intervention demonstrates 
the impact of actions that target the number of face-to-face 
contacts between people in the community, such as:  
Quarantine, school closures, housework and other 
"lockdown" activities. 

The FAEMC-CD algorithm has been used in many 
previous studies in the infectious disease care system to 
monitor and predict epidemics. It has been shown that this 
model has high accuracy, classification error, kappa and 
absolute error. In the classification of documents related to 
experimental data1,2. 
In the disease surveillance system, it is very important to 
diagnose outbreaks and their process ahead of time. The 
use of epidemiological models with a mathematical 
background can lead health policy makers to this goal and 
provide an effective model for disease control and 
prevention1,2,8,9. 

Automatically extracting news and comments allows 
for accessing a big database of heat-treated events in a 
short period of time, saving time through using the reported 
data and automate different models.This study designed a 
new plugin for the FAEMC-CD model, which adds to the 
model the ability to automatically extract data from 
websites. The data retrieved from these websites are 
extracted by the plugin. After the data clearance process, it 
prepares the parameters needed to send to the algorithms 
such as SIR. Finally, it predicts the trend and draws 
epidemic curves based on them on a daily basis, helps 
policy makers and health planners for future interventions 
and appropriate evidence-based decisions over time.  
In conclusion, the proposed model saves time and money 
based on updated data published on world-known websites 
to easily predict the future of the Covid-19 epidemic 
situation based on SIR models worldwide, countries or 
even provides states or provinces and makes better use of 
the data available on websites. 
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